Quantal analysis of excitatory postsynaptic currents at the hippocampal mossy fiber-CA3 pyramidal cell synapse.
Unitary excitatory postsynaptic current (EPSC) amplitude histograms obtained from synapses between mossy fibers (MF) and CA3 pyramidal cells in hippocampus were analyzed with the aim of deriving the mean peak current <q> of quantal events, its coefficient of variation CVq, the number of release sites NS, and the release probability PR. Unitary EPSC histograms with multiple peaks were fitted satisfactorily under the assumption that quantal events have a slightly skewed amplitude distribution and that the release mechanism is described by models with either binomial (standard), nonuniform, or nonstationary statistics. The average peak current of the quantal event derived from these fits reflected the opening of between 15 and 65 glutamate receptor (GluR) channels of the AMPAR subtype. The variability in the amplitude of quantal events is characterized by a CVq of 25% to 30%. The best fits to multiple peak EPSC histograms are obtained if it is assumed that the number of release sites contained within a single MF-bouton is between 8 and 21, a value comparable to the published number of morphologically measured presynpatic active zones and postsynaptic densities (PSDs) of individual MF-CA3 synapses. This suggests that at the MF-CA3 synapse each presynaptic zone and its associated PSD act as independent units, contributing one quantal event to unitary EPSCs. Simulations of unitary EPSC distributions, based on measurements of PSD size could, however, indicate that the interpretation of multipeak EPSC amplitude distributions at MF-CA3 synapses in terms of fluctuating release probabilities might be an over-simplification, and that postsynaptic factors may contribute significantly to fluctuations of unitary EPSC amplitudes.